OZO Wesley Hong Kong
Located on Hennessy Road, a prime business and commercial district on Hong Kong Island between Admiralty and
Wanchai MTR stations, OZO Wesley Hong Kong has created a stylishly designed urban outpost for on-the-go global
nomads right at the heart of all the action. The hotel is only a five minute walk from Pacific Place and 10 minutes
away from Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre.
Sleep Tight
OZO Wesley’s Snooze Zone consists of 251 guest rooms and suites cleverly designed to create a haven of comfort
and convenience, they include four categories Sleep, Dream, Dreamspace and OZO Suite. Superb bedding and
cunningly considered rooms give guests just what they need for the perfect nights’ sleep. And of course, all the
up-to-date amenities to keep them connected, including IPTV, a multimedia connectivity panel and free Wi-Fi access
throughout.
Wake Bright, Stay Bright
A healthy breakfast and espresso jolt will invigorate the mornings, whilst the chatty staff and interactive orientation
screens in the lobby will give guests all the info they need to dive into their day. For cravings at any time of the day,
EAT2Go located at the Spot is available 24-hours a day.
Work and Play
Keeping guests connected throughout the day with complimentary Wi-Fi, OZO knows that Hong Kong is a city that
thrives on business and that finding the right space and set-up support is make-or-break when it comes to pulling off
the perfect meeting, seminar or event. The property features an aptly-named meeting space, ‘Talk’ offering a wide
variety of configuration options that will accommodate a range of meeting or event types and capacities, from small
boardroom meetings of up to 12, to classroom or theatre seating up to 40, or cocktail setups that can host up to 60
guests. For those suffering from Hong Kong overload, too many egg tarts and dim sum dumplings, fitness centre
Tone, has everything from free weights to cardio equipment.
Plug In
At the Spot, apart from enjoying a speedy paperless check in, guests can request anything they need including
advice from a Vocal Local on the hottest and coolest spots in town to explore. Or simply hit the Connect information
lecterns providing access to an insider’s guide related to the locale of OZO Wesley.
Step Out
Wanchai is the perfect place to explore the contrast of old and new Hong Kong. Guests can visit the historical Blue
House and the colonial style Post Office followed by a stroll through Tai Yuen street market. For the modern side of
Hong Kong, OZO Wesley is close to the fast developing “Star Street” food and entertainment precinct where guests
can experience the unlimited excitement the city offers.

###

About OZO
Sleep. Connect. Explore. However you spend your day, OZO wants you to wake up feeling inspired, recharged, and
ready to roll. OZO hotels are midscale properties aimed at creating buzz and zest downstairs – and peace and quiet
upstairs. At OZO, everything we do is designed to offer a great sleep experience for smart, savvy travellers on the go.
We also know our guests are hungry for new experiences and always on the lookout for new discoveries. We stay in
the know about the local best so you form a connection with the places you visit. OZO is currently present in
Thailand, Hong Kong and Sri Lanka, with more properties opening in the coming years. Visit www.ozohotels.com.
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